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A case for domain-specialized cache management
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1-15% geomean slowdown
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➢ Performance of domain-agnostic cache management
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Community Analysis
- Identify customers with similar interests

Connectivity Analysis
- Find weakness in a network

Path Analysis
- Route optimization for distribution and supply chain

Centrality Analysis
- Most influential people and information in social media

And many others …
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How does connectivity influence cache locality?
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Hot vertices $\rightarrow$ Small footprint + High reuse
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Vertex Properties

Reason 1 Irregular Accesses

Reason 2 Long Reuse Distances

Idea: Leverage domain-knowledge for reuse prediction
Proposal: GRASP – a software-hardware co-design

Software aids hardware in identifying hot vertices

Hardware preferentially caches hot vertices
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Task: Let software aid hardware in identifying hot vertices

Challenge: Non-trivial due to sparse distribution of hot vertices in memory

Idea: Leverage prior graph reordering optimization
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Easy to communicate the region boundary to hardware
GRASP: Region-based lightweight interface
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Region Start
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High Reuse Region
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LLC size
GRASP: Region-based lightweight interface

1 Preprocessing: Software applies skew-aware reordering

2 Initialization: Software populates configuration registers

3 Initialization: Hardware logically partitions the Property Array

Software involvement is limited to initialization
GRASP: Reuse prediction at runtime

Cache Access

Does it belong to High Reuse Region?

Yes ➔ High Reuse Hint

No ➔ Low Reuse Hint
GRASP: Reuse prediction at runtime

Cache Access

Does it belong to High Reuse Region?

Yes → High Reuse Hint

No → Low Reuse Hint

Prediction is entirely done in hardware
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Requirement: Keep cache management flexible
GRASP: Preferential but flexible cache management

4-Way Set Associative Cache

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LRU Cache management Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest Priority</strong> (MRU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lowest Priority</strong> (LRU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LRU Cache management Technique

- Way I
- Way 2
- Way 3
- Way 4

Insertion
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LRU Cache management Technique

Way 1 — Way 2 — Way 3 — Way 4

Insertion

Hit Promotion

Eviction
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GRASP policies for High Reuse Region

GRASP policies for Low Reuse Prediction

High Reuse
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Cache Access

Eviction

Hit Promotion

Insertion
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Software
- Off the shelf skew-aware reordering optimization
- Compatible with multiple skew-aware reordering techniques

Lightweight Interface
- Software configures a pair of registers at initialization
- No software dependency after initialization

Hardware
- Lightweight address comparison logic to infer the reuse hint
- Trivial policy changes
- Minimal modifications to cache structure – no additional metadata

Accelerating graph analytics at minimal cost
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Evaluation methodology

Evaluated 25 benchmarks (5 applications x 5 graph datasets)
- Graph applications from the Ligra framework [PPoPP’13]
- Graph datasets are 0.3GB – 8GB in Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format

Datasets are reordered using DBG [IISWC’19]
- Degree-Based Grouping is state-of-the-art skew-aware reordering

Evaluated on the Sniper simulator [TACO’14]
- 8 Out of Order cores
- 16MB shared LLC (2MB per core)
Domain-agnostic techniques vs GRASP
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Domain-agnostic techniques vs GRASP

- No Slowdown
- Up to 10.2% speed-up

Graph Workloads (5 applications x 5 DBG-applied datasets)
More results in paper

Evaluation of pinning-based techniques

Evaluation of GRASP on low-/no-skew graph datasets

Evaluation of GRASP on top of other reordering schemes

… and more
Key take away: one size does NOT fit all

Look beyond domain-agnostic cache management
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Source code  https://github.com/faldupriyank
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